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With the rapid growth of modern technology, there are more and more car entertainment parts
available nowadays. While there is no doubt that car owners have more opportunities to decorate
their loved cars, and create softer atmosphere for your driving. The developing technology not only
improves the quality of the device, but also brings more and more convenient aspects for our life.

There are many beneficial points to illustrate something about this device, Firstly, car DVD provides
better auto enjoyment nowadays. The auto player provides you with wonderful audio and video
enjoyments and other amusement channels in the car, and plays various exciting video games on
the monitor. No matter whether you are going to have a long trip or not, car DVD player will bring
great enjoyments for your driving anytime.

Another point is the design of its screen. Many car DVD players support high definition digital
broadcast; after that no matter your friends or family members will enjoy great audio and video
entertainment during driving. The latest devices also provide you with wonderful experience with the
latest 3D effect and picture-in-picture function.

What is more, there are many additional functions to equip our cars, such as GPS, Bluetooth and
SD card with the player. You can listen to intoxicate music, watch interested TV programs or play
games. When it comes to the function of GPS and Bluetooth, some of the car DVDs comes with e-
maps as well as Bluetooth phonebook function.

At last, in order to attract more car owners attentions and gain more beneficial shares in the auto
market, a series of personal customization functions now have successfully applied into many car
DVD players, such as drive mode (left or right hand drive), desktop background and boot screen.

At present, no matter car owners or those car enterprises put more and more emphasis on the
security of driving. In order to create more safety atmosphere for our loved cars, detachable face
panel is helpful to avoid these possibilities of theft. Whenever you get out, you can detach the panel
and put it in a little box. Without a face panel, the player is not complete so that it will not become
the target of thief.

In the modern society, car DVD player offer wonderful amusements and useful practical functions
for many car owners. With the continuous improvements of material enjoyment, the players will
meet more and more customers' requirements. As far as I am concerned, the car DVD player will
become more and more important parts of our daily life.
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